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Norman  and  Lombard   assistance, had   made  temporary
conquests.
But in Spain the Moslems still retained the upper hand. TIie Cali-
The Caliphate of Cordova, founded by Abd-ar-Rahman III Cordova
in 929, had united them and checked for a century the (929-iosi)
advance of the Christian States. Both Abd-ar-Rahman him-
self until his death in 961 and Almanzor (" the Victorious "),
vizier of Hisham II during the last quarter of the tenth
century, inflicted frequent defeats on the Christians. Their
armies were recruited, not only from the Berber tribes of
North Africa, but also from the native population, some of
them " Renegades " who had embraced the Moslem faith,
others " Mozarabs " who remained Christians though they
usually adopted Arab speech and customs. Under Abd-ar-
Rahman a fleet was necessary against the Fatimites in North
Africa, and it became the most powerful in the Western
Mediterranean; after his death, with the decline of the
Fatirnite power in North Africa the necessity disappeared and
the fleet was neglected. But it had played its part in
promoting the commercial prosperity of the Caliphate.
During the tenth century Moslem civilisation attained to its
height in Spain; in industry, commerce, agriculture, and
finally in learning, Spain under the Caliphate was the foremost
country in Western Europe, and Cordova with its great
buildings and its royal library the most brilliant city. All
this prosperity had been made possible by political unity,
and it began rapidly to decline with the outbreak of civil
strife that followed the death of Almanzor in 1002. The
Caliphs were becoming mere figure-heads. Almanzor, though
only vizier, was the real ruler of the State; but after his
death the power of his family aroused jealousy and caused
numerous revolts, and a Council of State eventually took over
the government. By this Council the last Caliph, Hisham
III, was deposed in 1031, the Caliphate was declared to be
at an end, and independent kingdoms took its place. The
Moslem State had lost its unity ; it accordingly lost its pre-
dominance in Spain.
It says something for the tenacity of the independent Beginnings
Christians that they were in a position to take immediate
advantage of the divisions of their enemies.   At the time of
the Moslem conquest of Spain in the eighth century they had
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